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Smallest, Toughest
Raman Analyzer on the Planet

Compact
The smallest, most rugged
handheld Raman ever built.

s < 1 lb.
Weigh

Tough

Meets Milspec 810G waterproof submersible
30mins @ 1 meter, IP67 compliant
dustproof & shock resistance

Locked and Loaded

Testing Methods
The ReporteR – conceived as truly a field analyzer
- was therefore designed to be 100% configurable
by an external PC. Why? Because test method
consistency by every operator, and from diverse
geographic sites, is critical. An authorized user
builds a compound identification library, and sets
matching criteria that are optimal for their specific
application via our intuitive NuSpec™ PC software.
Or they utilize one of the many Raman libraries
already available from SciAps. Once configured, the
ReporteR is “locked down.” Any operator, anywhere
on the planet, is assured to follow the approved
test method, without changes or shortcuts. It’s
the safest, most trusted approach to put powerful
material identification into the hands of non technical
operators. Once a method is developed, any number
of ReporteR analyzers can be quickly loaded up
from our fast USB connection – ready for global
deployment.

Tamperproof Test Methods,

Tamperproof Results
A ReporteR user won’t have to deal with the
uncertainty of contradictory results that may arise
from operators using modified test methods or
perhaps shortcutting some steps, on various
analyzers or in different locations. Nor lingering
concerns about data consistency or integrity –
especially in critical quality control applications
like law enforcement and raw materials testing
applications. For steadfast results week after week,
from global locations, the ReporteR is your answer
for instant, in-field molecular analysis.

A Combination of Features

Unmatched by the Competition
Consistent Testing for Every Operator
Smaller than most TV Remotes
Meets warfighter ruggedness specifications
Well matched analytical performance
for many applications

Connectivity
Fast charge port
USB high speed port

O-Ring Seal

Milspec 510g waterproof
(submersible for 1 hr)

Committed to Laser Safety and Testing Ease

Patented right-angle testing attachment makes testing most
samples hands-free and safe. Eliminates the open beam or
reflection beam safety concern of other Raman analyzers.

Analyze Your World
A World of Applications
The SciAps ReporteR™ brings handheld molecular analysis to
the field. Within seconds, our handheld Raman analyzers identify
most organic compounds, plus many minerals, gems and complex
molecules — often without ever removing the material from its
container. Applications of this technology are wide-ranging:

Law Enforcement,
First Responders
Real time identification of unknown
narcotics, explosives, hazards.
Quick, in-field testing delivers
instant results without waiting
days or weeks for back logged
crime labs – makes a great frontline screening tool. Samples can
be tested undisturbed, eliminating
fears of sample tampering or cross
contamination.

Food Safety,
Nutraceuticals,
Chemical Production
Quickly verify that raw material
and intermediate compounds are
labeled correctly. Verify the purity of
raw materials. The SciAps Raman
product line offers a fast, sure
way to verify critical raw materials
in your food, “nutraceutical” or
chemical processing chain.

Plastics Recycling and
Identification
Identify and verify the composition
of plastic-based products – pellets,
imported toys, industrial and consumer
goods even synthetic fibers and plastic
sorting for recycling.

Precious gem and mineral
verification
Fake gem? Synthetic? No guessing.
SciAps Handheld Raman analyzers
offer reliable and rapid verification that
is completely non-destructive. This
technology is an ideal tool for high
volume gem traders, resellers and
wholesalers.

Haz Mats

Instant ID of hazardous materials in spills,
Instantly identify unknown chemicals —
particularly liquid and solid organics — at
a spill, abandoned site or environmental
remediation. Raman spectroscopy easily
penetrates typical containers, making
analysis fast and safe.

Question: When is Low Power an Advantage?
Answer : Keep your analysis non-destructive.
If too powerful, laser light can burn or bleach a sample, or in the case of
some threats even cause the sample to catch fire or explode. Clearly
this is a hazard to the operator and the surroundings. A key benefit of
the ReporteR and Pharma ID platform is the patented FSX technology. It
optimizes the collection of Raman scattered light from the sample. In doing
so, less laser power is required, compared to competing devices, to yield
good quality results. Keep your analysis non-destructive with SciAps.

Crime Scene, or Chemistry Set?

It’s not always easy to know. Do you make the arrest, and wait for the lab results,
or let the suspect go? A frequent and difficult choice to make under pressure.
With SciAps Reporter you’ll know instantly, and make the right move.

Attachment
Sample Handling’s a Cinch
for all types of samples.

Field samples often present challenges – hazardous,
toxic or explosive powders, gels or solids that must be
handled carefully. Perhaps volatile or flammable liquids
must be tested. For law enforcement applications, cross
contamination is a constant concern. No user wants to
transfer potentially harmful substances from one container
to another. The ReporteR is cleverly equipped with testing
accessories to make analysis safe and secure.

Included Extensions
Point and shoot attachment. Simply make
contact with the product and push the START
button. Three focal length settings are provided,
for testing through thin plastic, thick or doubled
plastic bags, or plastic or glass bottles for liquids.
Use this to minimize handling of volatile
liquids especially.

Right-angle measurement head is ideal

for testing samples through plastic baggies or
samples on a work surface.
Major safety advantage, and great for law
enforcement apps.

Standard 8 mm vial holder

Ideal for liquids. Fill the vial, drop it into the holder,
and presto, identify your compound in seconds.
Also used as a calibration check standard.

8mm Vials
Stay Focused!

Quickly set the incident laser focus
for the optimal setting, depending
on the depth of the sample: thin
baggies, thick or double baggies
or thicker container walls such as
glass storage bottles. For direct
contact with the sample, i.e. no
sample holder, disposable caps
are provided to prevent cross
contamination.

The Models
Square Pegs & Round Holes

Needs change, regardless of budget.

We offer three different models, targeted
for any level of price and performance –
three levels of sophistication to match
your performance, portability and price
requirements. Rather than “one size fits all”
you can purchase exactly the performance
level your applications require.

That’s why we offer Trade up or Trade In options. As your analysis requirements change, so can
the model you use. With our flexible program of trade-ins and trade ups you can upgrade to higher
performing models at any time. We offer a flexibility and breadth of performance unmatched by any
other portable Raman manufacturer.

The smallest, toughest Raman analyzer on
the planet: The ReporteR weighs less than
1lb, and meets demanding Mil Spec 510G for
waterproof, dustproof, shockproof ratings.
On-board spectral libraries are configured to
quickly identify many unknown compounds.
A perfect combination of ruggedness and
performance for many in-field applications.

The workhorse of Raman analyzers - Our mid
range model features a 300 mW laser, higher
resolution CCD detector, powerful internal
processor with color touchscreen controls.
The 300 is the best choice performance
& price for the widest range of compound
analysis and best limits of detection.

The specialized high performance Raman:
The 500 is configured with a 1,030 nm
laser and a cooled InGaAs detector. It’s
engineered specifically for analysis of high
fluorescence samples, for example those
samples with complex molecules or many
contaminants.
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It’s a big messy world out there. With SciAps you know what you’ve got
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+1 339 927 9455

sciaps.com
SciAps - is a Boston headquartered instrumentation company specializing
in portable analytical instruments. Our mission is to provide durable, field
tested, portable instruments to identify any compound, any mineral, any
element — anyplace on the planet. Manufacturing, service and customer
support is operated at our fully ISO-certified facility located in Laramie, WY.

SciAps, Inc.
Head Quarters
2 Constitution Way
Woburn, MA 01801
Engineering, Manufacturing & Service
5452 Aerospace Drive
Laramie, WY 82072

